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Why do people create art?
2dimensional & 3dimensional art. Music. Dance. Theatre-putting on a show!
How do people live off the land?
Basic needs-air, light, water, soil- plants-animals.
Looking after the environment.
Independent and focus activities set up to link with the Paragon themes across the
7 areas of learning in the inside and outside areas.
Clay 3D work.
Patterned 2D art.
Dance performance.
Acting out puppet shows/ retelling rhymes for an audience.
Experimenting with growth needs in plants.
Healthy food
Where food comes from
Theme: Relationships
Religion: Buddism, Christianity, Sikhism Islam, Hinduism,
Theme: Story Time
Key Question What can we learn from stories?

Big Bear funk

Elmer the elephant stories- enjoying a
series expressing a preference
Patrick- dancing to the musical versionsounds & movement to go with a story.
Carnival of the animals- building
describing words for animal movements

Performing- Nursery rhymes- learning
retelling recognising rhymes
Night Monkey Day Monkey. Shared
text, rhyming, speech bubbles
Jasper’s Beanstalk. Sequencing /acting
out
Oliver’s Vegetables plan make review a
pizza

Number
Exploring numbers 10-20. Correct writing,
matching, ordering. Understanding one lot
of ten and so many more.
Odd/ even/ double work to 20
Sharing fairly- equally- between 2 (Halving)
and then exploring different ways to share
a quantity (eg 12).
Exploring money using 1p 2p 5p 10p.
Estimating & checking to 20.

Space, shape, measures
Exploring money using 1p 2p 5p 10p.
Collecting data/ talking about data.
Comparing & ordering capacity. Develop
vocabulary- empty, nearly empty, half full ,
nearly full, full up, overflowing.
Sorting shapes by stating number of
sides/ faces/ corners.
Look at analogue and digital recording of
o’clock and half past. Talk about key
‘times’ of the day.
Create 3 part repeating pattern.

